ROAD SAFETY PRODUCTS

- ROAD SAFETY CONES
- Delineators
- Speed Bumps
- Solar Studs
- Rumble Strips
- Reflectors
- Guide Posts
- Reflective Jackets
- Signages
- Electronic Safety Devices
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Safety Light Bar

Safety Light Bar is electronically controlled safety device which helps in controlling traffic during night time. Visible from distance in the dark. Made of polycarbonate material it is exceedingly durable and crystal clear transparent.

Suitable for:
- Traffic Police, Highway Patrol Emergency Services,
- Firefighters, Army, Security Forces, Air Traffic Control,

Company Profile

A prominent company in the name of road safety products. ROAD FURNITURE INDIA was started in the year 2009 to manufacture commercial and industrial applications Product.

We possess specialization in Reflective Sheeting Sign Boards, Parking Safety Products, Traffic Warning, Signs Board, Road Stud, Spring Post, Road Safety Cones, Delineators, Safety Apparel, Electronic Safety Devices, Guide Post, Speed Bumpers, Runners, Rear Reflectors etc. These are manufactured as per the guidelines of transportation industry of India.

All these product are made of high grade plastic material. All these products are durable and qualitative, widely used by many private as well as government institutions.

At ROAD FURNITURE INDIA we have advanced machinery in Injection Moulding, Rotational Moulding, Vacuum Forming, Polyurethane Injection (of insulation) and capabilities for Blow Moulding. Each of these
SPEED BUMPS
Speed bumps Plastic and rubber are effective to stop or slow down the traffic. A speed bump is a bump on road with the idle height between 1” to 3”.

With its high quality ABS plastic and quality rubber make its life

RUBBER SPEED BUMP
Rubber Speed Bumps It is made of very high quality rubber material for long lasting life

Applications
- Busy Roads
- Shopping Centers
- Commercial Complex
- Factories and Industrial Sites
- Covered, Uncovered Parking Lots/Areas

Features
- Easy Installation
- Weather Resistant
- Modular design to match any size of road
- Available in Black & Yellow combination
SPRING POST

Made of special material, its quickly restores its original state after hitting by any vehicle without damaging the vehicle and spring post. It is highly reflective in day and night from a far distance. It highly visible in bad weather. It is very easy to install.

Available in different sizes

Can be installed at Center Lane Dividing, Multi lanes, Parking lots, Construction Zones, No Entry Zones, Sharp Curves, No Stop Zone and "U" Turn etc.

Its quickly restores its original state after hitting
DELINEATORS

Flexible Delineators make the dangerous curves, central verges, islands etc more visible to motorists at night and in the daytime.

They can also be fitted with various types of reflectors.

The reflectors are available in:
- Amber, White or Red color.

High quality round reflectors fixed on both sides make it highly visible in poor light condition.

They can be installed horizontally as well as vertically.

LANE SEPARATOR

Lane Separator is very useful to separate a lane / road. It is also very useful in controlling the traffic in emergency situations. Easy to install, instant fixing and portability makes it suitable and handy to control traffic. Available in Black - Yellow or Black - White combinations.

Features:
- Long lasting color
- Highly flexible with spring base
- Easy to install & maintain
- Light weight
- High visibility in all weather situations
- Unbreakable
- Non-crushable

RF1 - L301
- 6 MM Height
- 2 Tapes
- With Base
- Yellow & Black
- White & Black
TRAFFIC CONES

- Road safety cones meet world-class quality standards. Made up of high quality LDPE (Low Density Poly Ethylene) using UV stabilizers, these cones remain unchanged in color, in all weather conditions. Their bright hues make them visible from distance.
- Fitted with highly reflective sleeve, these cones can be used for traffic monitoring. Quite versatile, these Cones are compatible with various types of road safety accessories such as barricade tape, Plastic chain, safety light bar, message plates, Flags etc.
- Provided with in built heavy rubber base at the bottom, these cones remain intact in heavy wind pressure.

**Heavy weight rubber base**

RFL - TC001
- Single Tape
- 772 MM Height
- 4590 Grams Weight

**Applications**
- Construction sites
- Roads
- Housing societies
- Government sectors
- Malls
- Hotels
- Hospitals
- Parking lots

**More Features**

Use With Other Accessories i.e. Reflector, Message Plate, Square Base

**Triangular Cone**

Triangular Cones meet world-class quality standards. From high quality flexible plastic, using UV stabilizer material. Available with reflective sleeve, these cones can be used for any types of traffic.

RFL - TC003
- 950 MM Height
- 5069 Grams Weight
- Heavy Base

**ACCESSORIES**

RFL - MP001
- 300 Grams Weight
- (Only Plate)

RFL - SOLAR BLINKER

RFL - DELINEATOR
TRAFFIC BARRICADES

- Plastic Traffic Barricades are more effective, safe and stable than other types of temporary barricades.
- High visibility alerts
- It can be aligned in a straight or in twisting roads.
- Linear design makes a positive visual separation between vehicles.
- Custom signage and flashers can be easily attached on it.
- Water filling is also available

TRAFFIC BARRICADES MAIN FEATURE
Lane delineation, diversion of traffic etc.
Sidewalk detour Sports, crowd control etc.
Parking lots Terminals – ferry, freight, airport
Toll booths
Police and other security purpose
Temporary hazards, closures

SAFETY APPARELS

Safety Apparels are designed to suit the needs of people working in sensitive & Dangerous Areas. It highly visible at day, night & in poor light condition. Made from high quality standard materials.

Model - RFI SA 001
Safety Jacket
Colours: Orange, Red or Green
Heat Reflective Tape

Model - RFI SA 002
Reflective Gloves
Colors: Orange, Red or Green
Heat Reflective Tape

HELMET
JACKET
GLOVE
LOWER
SHOES

Safety From All Sides
Industrial Safety Helmets are moulded in HDPE plastic material. Fully adjustable.
It is very comfortable and useful.
Available in different colors.

Plastic Chain Available in Different Type
Metal Crash Barrier

Metal Crash barriers are basically Road safety system which prevents vehicles from colliding with obstacles such as boulders, walls, buildings and also prevents vehicles entering into large storm drains, steep slopes or deep water.

Wire Rope Barrier

Wire Rope Safety Barrier has gained popularity as a median barrier for the prevention of cross-median accidents. Cross-median accidents are typically violent collisions with a high probability of multiple serious injuries and death.

CCTV Camera

Traffic cameras are an innovative and extremely functional use of video surveillance technology. You’ve seen their footage during traffic reports on the TV news. They’re atop traffic signals and placed along busy roads, and at busy intersections of the highway. Whether they’re recording traffic patterns for future study and observation or monitoring traffic and issuing tickets for moving violations, traffic cameras are an explosively popular form of video surveillance.

SAFETY BOLLARD

ABS round body fitted with 9 nos. of 100 mm Dia highly reflective reflectors, made of PMMA material mounted on powder coated rectangular steel pipe. Available colour are Red, white and Yellow.
ROAD STUDS

Road Studs are made of top quality material, with its dynamically designed studs having excellent quality standards. Studs are visible from very far distance. Road Studs are available in different sizes to illuminate the carriage way both at the center and at the edges of roads.

These are available in aluminium and ABS plastic. The special material composition enables the studs to bear severe impacts.
**SOLAR STUDS**

These solar-powered environment-friendly, LED-based Intelligent Road Studs are specifically used to improve safety, reducing accidents.

Energy consumption is managed using a microprocessor so that just 2 hours of sunshine will provide enough battery to last 4 days - more than enough to ensure the system keeps working.

**Safety Light**

The Safety Light is an essential piece of equipment for police, firefighters and rescue teams. This compact light emits 360 degrees of ultra bright light from an array of 165 LEDs, visible from miles away. It is also waterproof & shockproof.

The safety light has 10 flash patterns and it runs up to 100 hours on the replaceable batteries.

*RFI - SL001*

**Specifications**

- Size: 12 cm x 3.5 cm
- Weight: 180 g with battery
- Battery: Lithium battery
- Shelf life: 10 years

**SOLAR DELINEATOR**

A superior quality solar delineator, which can be mounted on a pole, cone etc to warn motorists from a distance of an approaching crossovers, flyovers etc.

The delineator provides clear visible guidance in all weather conditions and help to ensure driver safety.

Long lasting, easy to mount makes it user-friendly and economical.

*RFI - SD001*

**Specifications**

- Four ultra bright flashing LEDs
- Available in red or yellow colors
- Special base for mounting on cone, pole etc.
- High quality reflective solar panel to maximize sun absorption
- Operating time 3-4 consecutive days (with full charge)
ROAD STUDS

- RFI - RS0012
  Two Way Reflector
  Plastic Body
  90 Gms

- RFI - RS0015
  Two Way Reflector
  100 x 17
  Plastic Body
  53 Gms

- RFI - RS0013
  Two Way Reflector
  Plastic Body
  95 Gms

- RFI - RS0016
  Two Way Reflector
  100 x 17
  Plastic Body
  53 Gms

- RFI - RS0014
  Two Way Reflector
  Plastic Body
  90 Gms

- RFI - RS0017
  Two Way Reflector
  100 x 17
  Plastic Body
  53 Gms

SEARCH LIGHTS

RFI - SL001
Search Light

- Technical Specification:
  3w Powerful Led
  Black Color
  Rechargeable Battery
  In-Built Battery Charger
  Input Voltage 220
  Adjustable Shoulder Strap

RFI - SL002
Search Light

- Technical Specification:
  3w Powerful Led
  800 gms Approx.
  250m Approx Range
  Rechargeable Battery
  In-Built Battery Charger
  Input Voltage 220
  Water resistant
  8 to 12 hrs continuous Operation
  Charging Time 14 hrs Approx
  Adjustable Shoulder Strap

RFI - SL003
Search Light

- Technical Specification:
  3w Powerful Led 6 lights
  Black / Red Color
  1000 gms Approx.
  350m Approx Range
  Rechargeable Battery
  In-Built Battery Charger
  Input Voltage 220
  Water resistant
  6 to 8 hrs continuous Operation
  Charging Time 10 hrs Approx
  Adjustable Shoulder Strap
REFLECTORS

Reflectors are skillfully designed to give the maximum reflection and enhance visibility of vehicles during night or bad light conditions.

The high reflection gives the drivers early warning.

The reflectors are fixed to the base plate using ultrasonic welding method which protects the inner reflecting surface from dust, water and humidity giving them Sustained Life.

They never get discoloured because of the UV stabilizer used in their making.

Available in various sizes, these reflectors can be used on either side of all types of vehicles.
Safety Solution

Road Marking

Hot Thermoplast & Cold Solvent based marking machines used for marking of city roads, highways, sports fields.

Floor Marking Tapes

Nose Mask

Dust Mask is used for relief from harmful dust. Offers an option to help reduce the inhalation of common dusts, dirt and pollution. Its very lightweight and disposable. Very much use full in polluted & dusty areas.

Metal Detector

Metal detectors are useful for Airports, bank, Public Events, Police, industries and in many other sensitive areas to detect any metal items being carried by the person. The product range includes both hand-held devices and walk through devices.

Q-Post

Post with Velvet Rope
Search Mirror

Search Mirrors for checkpoints, Under Vehicle Search, Border Patrol, Extension Mirrors Security Mirrors with Wheels. These mirrors are versatile, lightweight, portable, and ergonomically correct, they are a vital instrument for perfect under vehicle security.

Traffic Convex Mirror

Available in Different Sizes

Speed Radar Gun

Automatic Traffic Boom Barrier

Vehicle Marking

Revolving Light, Siren & Strobe Light

* All information in this brochure containing approximate values. For continue improvement of product dimensions & weight may vary.